Subject: Out of Park Signal

Models Years Affected: 2020 and Beyond

Models Affected: Chevrolet Silverado, GMC Sierra

Origination Date: January 28, 2021

Revision Date: N/A

ADVISORY:

Condition/Concern:
Some customers/upfitter may discover that the discrete “Out of Park” signal from the BCM to the Upfitter Provisional X260 connector is inoperable.

Repair/Recommendation:
The discrete Out of Park signal was not enabled in the vehicle production BCM calibration and requires the BCM to be reprogrammed to enable the signal. Prior to reprogramming the BCM it is necessary that Techline be contacted and reference PIT5811 to have the service calibration with the signal enabled be assigned to the VIN. Because this is a “service fix” process Techline has agreed to waive the administrative fee typically associated with vehicle updates. Once service fix the calibrations are assigned to the VIN, the BCM simply needs to be reprogrammed.

Additional Information:
GM Dealers should refer to the latest version of Service Information Bulletin PIT5811 for labor code/time information.